R6sumB. -La methode Xa optimisk presente un inconvenient : la valeur optimum de a pour les atomes isolCs dCpend de 2, du fait que V X~ doit representer des effets d'kchange inhomogenes aussi bien qu'homogenes. En traitant les mol6cules polyatomiques et les cristaux par la mCthode Xa, on est oblige d'utiliser des potentiels d'Cchange discontinus (approximation cr muffin-tin >)) ou des versions arbitrairement lissees de ces derniers. Ces difficultes peuvent Gtre simplement 6vitCes en adoptant la methode Xab qui traite stparkment les effets d'Cchange homogenes et inhomogenes et essaie de trouver des valeurs optimales, independantes de Z, pour les deux parametres a et P. Abstract. -The optimized Xa method has the drawback that the optimum value of a for isolated atoms is 2-dependent, a consequence of the fact that V X~ has to represent inhomogeneous as well as homogeneous exchange effects. In treating polyatomic molecules and crystals by the Xa method, one is obliged to use spatially discontinuous exchange potentials (muffin-tin approximation) or arbitrarily smoothed versions of these. A simple way of avoiding such difficulties is to adopt the Xab method, which treats homogeneous and inhomogeneous exchange effects separately, and attempt to find optimum 2-independent values for the two parameters a and b. In this paper, such a universal (2-independent) X@ exchange potential is constructed, and it is shown that except for the very lightest atoms (He and Li), the choice a = 213 and ll = 0.003 leads to an exchange model which is superior to the optimized Xu model, at least on the basis of the Hartree-Fock total energy criterion. The choice a = 213, suggested by theoretical considerations, is supported by empirical studies. The choice = 0.003 is not particularly critical. The universal optimized Xab exchange potential described here should prove particularly useful in applications to polyatomic molecules and crystals, including self-consistent electronic structure calculations.
I. Introduction. -The presence of the non-local exchange operator in the Hartree-Fock equations for a many-electron system greatly complicates the numerical solution of these equations. In 1951, Slater [I] Subsequently, Gaspar [2] and Kohn and Sham [3] proposed the use of an alternate approximate exchange potential which differs from Vxs by a factor of 213 :
During the past several years, both of these exchange approximations have been widely used in atomic and (*) Present address : Institut fiir Physikalische Chemie, der Universitat Wien, Vienna; Austria. solid state calculations. Examples of the latter include studies of Ni by Connolly [4] , of Cu by Snow and Waber [5] , and of Li by Rudge [6] . The results of such studies are usually in reasonable agreement with experiment ; in fact, the theoretical results based on Vxs and V, , , , often bracket the corresponding experimental results.
This state of affairs Ied to the development of the socalled Xa method [7] , according to which the exchange potential is represented by V, , = aVxs, where a is a suitably chosen parameter lying between 2/3(VXGKs) and l(Vxs). In some studies, a is chosen empirically with a view to bringing the overall theoretical results into the closest possible agreement with experiment. Values of a determined in this manner would in general be expected to be different for different electronic systems.
In other studies, the choice of a is dictated by theoretical rather than empirical considerations. In view of the growing importance of statistical exchange calculations in atomic, molecular, and crystalline systems, it is essential to overcome the difficulties associated with a 2-dependent a. It has already been demonstrated in two earlier papers by Herman and co-workers [8J, [9] that the inclusion of the second-order exchange inhomogeneity correction flG(p) Vxs leads to an improved exchange potential of the form where a and p can both be regarded as arbitrary parameters. However, detailed studies on a number of representative atomic systems [8] , [9] , [lo] indicate that VxaS with a fixed at 213 andfl varying only slightly from atom to atom is superior to V,, in the sense that the Hartree-Fock expression for the total energy yields values significantly and systematically closer to the exact Hartree-Fock values when this expression is evaluated using XaP rather than Xa atomic orbitals. Although some writers have argued that the Xa method is to be preferred to the Xafl method because the former is computationally simpler than the latter, actual experience with both methods clearly indicates that inclusion of the inhomogeneity terms in the latter is quite simple, and that the effort involved in taking these terms into account is negligible compared to setting up the Xa method in the first pIace. In our judgment, the advantages inherent in the Xc$ method easily offset the slight amount of extra effort involved in setting this method up.
11. Choice of a in the Xa method :theoretical considerations. -Before turning to the optimum choice of a and j3 in the Xc$ method, it is desirable to review three procedures that have already been used in determining optimum values of a in the Xa method : a) In the first of these procedures, the objective is to find a set of atomic orbitals which when substituted into the Hartree-Fock expression for the total energy yields a result which is as close to the exact HartreeFock energy as possible. According to this approach, which was suggested by Lindgren [ll], one finds a series of self-consistent atomic solutions corresponding to different choices of a, and then one adopts as the optimum value of a that which leads to a minimum value of the Hartree-Fock total energy EfF (cf. Fig. 1 ). This so-called minimum EiF criterion leads to an optimum value of a which we will denote by the symbol a, , . Kmetko [12] and Wood 1131 have obtained values of a, , for a number of atoms (cf. one chooses a (= a,,) by the requirement that = 2, i. e., that the virial theorem be satisfied.
c) A third approach due to Slater and Wood [7] fixes a ( = aHF) by the condition that the Xa orbitals yield a value for the total energy in the statistical approximation E ! T A~ that matches the exact (assumed known) Hartree-Fock total energy. The latter quantity is given, for example, by the configuration-averaged Hartree-Fock results of Mann [16] . Schwarz [17] has shown that procedures b) and c) lead to nearly the same optimum values of a for a number of atoms.
While a plot of a, , vs Z shows some scatter (cf. , it can be argued that the Z variation of a arises because the homogeneous exchange term is required, in the Xa method, to account for inhomogeneous as well as homogeneous exchange effects, and the former are different for different shells. In the Xap method, homogeneous and inhomogeneous exchange effects are represented by separate terms, so that each of these has a better chance of being represented by a 2-independent quantity.
In references [8] to [lo] the minimum Hartree-Fock total energy criterion (a) was used to determine values of a and p, and it was found that the minimum total energy found in this manner was consistently lower than that given by the same criterion according to the Xa method. Thus, the optimum value of ~2 % was consistently closer to the exact Hartree-Fock total energy than the optin~unl value of E:, .
111. Xa/? method : improved treatment of convergence factors. -There is one practical difficulty with the Xap method that deserves comment, namely, that the function G@) becomes singular at very large and very small values of r. This feature of G(p), already discussed in reference [8] and in the appendix of reference [9] , does not affect the calculation of the total energy since all the energy integrals converge, but does prove a nuisance from the standpoint of solving the radial wave equation using the Herman-Skillman atomic structure program [19] . In references [8] and [9] the singularities were removed by the use of small-r and large-r convergence factors. In this paper we will adopt a modified treatment of the convergence factors which is more convenient than that used earlier. We will henceforth represent the exchange potential by the form In the range of r where G(p) is well-behaved, the absolute value of the argument of tanh is smaller than 0.25, so that tanh x deviates from x by less than 2 %. At large and small r, where G@) diverges, the modulation function another. This suggests that the choice of the optimum P is not particularly critical, and that one can improve on the Xa method by using any value of P within reasonable limits for a given atom. Moreover, the values of p,, (virial theorem criterion) are nearly independent of Z except for the very lightest atoms. This suggests very strongly the possibility of using one set of parameters for all atoms, say a = 213 and P = 0.003. Accordingly, we propose a universal exchange potential VxFaS with fixed a and / 3 parameters :
V, , ,
where F indicates that a and j? have been frozen (fixed). A comparison of the three exchange approximations Xa, X@, and XR$ is shown in figure 7 in the form of a 
and [3]).
In figure 7 we saw that at least for He and Li the X c @ method with a = 213 led to slightly poorer results than the Xa method. In figure 8 we show, for atomic He, the consequences of treating both a and j ?
as adjustable parameters in the X@ method. For p 2 0, the minimum value of E$ corresponds to the case p = 0. To improve upon the optimized Xa method in this case, we would have to use a negative value of B.
In the case of atomic Ti, it is possible to obtain slightly better values for E:$ by varying both a and Q, as can be seen from figure 9, but the improvement over the previous choice, where a is fixed at 213 and only is adjustable, is negligible. Thus, for most of atoms that we have studied, we do not expect to gain much by treating both a and as adjustable parameters.
plot In the above expression, we recommend the choice 
